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Abstract—IP Fast ReRoute (IPFRR) has received increasing
attention as a means to effectively shorten traffic disruption
under failures. A major approach for IPFRR is to pre-calculate
backup paths for nodes and links. Such approach is, however,
hard to deploy due to the tremendous computational overhead.
Thus, a lightweight IPFRR scheme is desired to effectively
detour failures and provide routing protection. In this paper,
we propose a Fast Tunnel Selection (FTS) algorithm to achieve
tunnel-based IPFRR. The FTS algorithm can find an effective
tunnel endpoint before complete computation of entire SPT and
effectively reduce computation overhead. We simulate FTS with
different size of generated topologies, and the results show that
FTS algorithm reduces much computation overhead compared
to existing approaches, and achieves a 99.10% average link
protection rate and a 91.97% average node protection rate.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fast evolution of network applications requires high availability and stability of Internet routing. However, routing as
of today is not fully resilient to failures. A link or node
failure will trigger routing convergence in which routes are
rebuilt among routers, and traffic may be disrupted during this
period. Generally, link state routing protocols require several
seconds for convergence. Thus, they cannot provide immediate
connectivity to all routers after failures [1]. To address this
issue, IP resilience to ameliorate fault recovery is gaining
increasing attention.
IP Fast ReRoute (IPFRR) [10] is a potential technique
to improve IP resilience in intra-domain routing, which can
switch traffic to backup routes quickly and shorten the interruption period to tens of microseconds with the help of fast
failure detecting techniques, such as bidirectional forwarding
detection (BFD) [9]. In general, IPFRR approaches can be
implemented by different backup path selection algorithms,
most of which need to consume lots of router resources, e.g.,
CPU cycles, and may raise some problems, e.g., resource
competition and router performance degradation.
To reduce the computation overhead, several improved
tunnel-based IPFRR solutions are proposed. Li et al. reduce
the number of shortest path tree (SPT) computations with the
Notvia approach in IPFRR [4]. A router only needs to calculate
a few SPTs. Enyedi et al. improve the Notvia approach by
applying redundant trees [15]. Their proposal decreases the
computing time by an order of magnitude, into the range
of some few hundred milliseconds. However, the overhead
of these proposals is still large because they still require recomputation of entire SPT for backup paths.

In this paper, we propose a lightweight backup path selection algorithm, called Fast Tunnel Selection (FTS), to achieve
tunnel-based IPFRR. The FTS algorithm marks nodes that can
be reached without traversing a component under protection,
e.g., link or node. A marked node will be chosen as the
tunnel endpoint once computation of the shortest path from the
marked node to the node at the other side of the component
finishes and the path does not include the component. Thus,
FTS can find an effective tunnel endpoint before complete
computation of the entire SPT and effectively reduce computation overhead. This actually provides a new point of view to
compute the backup paths in IPFRR. Our simulation results
show that the FTS algorithm greatly reduces the computation
overhead compared to existing approaches, such as LFA [11],
Uturns [12], Tunnels [13] and Notvia [14], and achieves much
better protection rate than most existing approaches, e.g.,
FTS reduces at least 81% computation overhead compared to
these approaches with link protection, and achieves a 99.10%
average link protection rate.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present background and related work. The FTS
algorithm is proposed in Section III. We evaluate our algorithm
in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Reactive and proactive approaches are two major types of
techniques for IP resilience [2]. Reactive approaches aim to
shorten the convergence time of routing protocols, and proactive approaches, which are also called protection approaches,
aim to reduce packet-loss by rerouting packets to backup paths.
Reactive approaches can deal well with multi-link failures.
A typical approach is to shorten the convergence time for
Interior Gateway Protocols (IGP) [1]. However, if failed links
recover faster than routing convergence, routing flap may
occur. Proactive approaches, such as IPFRR, can handle single
link or node failure within a very short time. They do not
advertise failure information when failures are detected, and
only reroute the traffic to the backup paths. Since failure
detection and backup path activation only last a short time,
these approaches can protect against failures quickly and
guarantee traffic forwarding.
Several approaches are proposed to implement IPFRR, such
as Loop Free Alternates (LFA) [11], Uturns [12], Tunnels [13],
[16], and NotVia addresses [14]. Combination of LFA and
Notvia is also proposed [17]. These approaches use tunnels
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or directed forwarding to deliver packets in backup paths.
The LFA approach utilizes neighbors’ shortest paths to build
protection paths. Thus, SPTs rooted at the neighbors must be
computed. The Uturns approach considers neighbors’ neighbors as alternate nodes to forward traffic, and SPTs rooted
at the nodes within two hops must be computed. Similarly,
the Tunnels approach also uses alternate nodes called tunnel
endpoints to build protection paths. These tunnel endpoints are
considered as virtual neighbors. The Tunnels approach also
needs several SPT computations. The Notvia approach uses
notvia addresses to indicate failure identities and distributes
these notvia addresses in the network. Packets encapsulated
with the addresses are steered round the failure. Thus, an SPT
is to be computed for each notvia address. These approaches
can cover most (or all) link and node failures alone. However,
they all require computing several entire SPTs [18].
Existing improved tunnel-based IPFRR solutions reduce the
computation overhead to some extent, but several SPT computations are still needed. Li et al. [4] indicate that protection
paths do not traverse many nodes, and these nodes don’t need
to compute SPTs for these paths. However, a node still needs
to compute for the paths which traverse it, especially when a
failure is connected to the node. Enyedi et al. [15] decrease the
number of notvia addresses by reformulating them in terms of
redundant trees but re-computation of entire SPT for backup
paths is still required. In our opinion, entire SPT computation
may not be necessary for tunnel-based IPFRR.
III. FAST T UNNEL S ELECTION (FTS)
In this section, we will briefly review path selection in the
traditional Tunnels approach. Then, we propose a lightweight
IPFRR algorithm named FTS after analyzing the properties
of tunnel endpoints. The notations used in this paper are
presented in Table I.
A. Finding protection paths in the Tunnels approach
In the Tunnels approach, node I is supposed to protect
the links connected to it and its neighbor nodes. In order
to find protection paths, target nodes must be identified first.
Generally, all neighbors of node I are treated as the targets
to protect links, and nodes who are the two-hop neighbors
of node I are treated as the targets to protect nodes. After
identifying targets, a tunnel endpoint must be identified for
each target. A tunnel endpoint N is a node to which node
I sends encapsulated packets when node I detects a failure
between nodes I and J, and node N decapsulates the packets
and enables normal forwarding.
Node I must insure that the packets can reach their destinations by detouring the failure, i.e. without looping back
to node I. Let us take protection of link I-J for example,
Node N would be an effective tunnel endpoint when the
following condition holds: J ∈
/ SP (I, N ) & I ∈
/ SP (N, J). A
tunnel endpoint selection algorithm proposed in the traditional
Tunnels mechanism [13] identifies endpoints as follows:
Step 1. A set of nodes which can be reached from node I by
normal forwarding without traversing link I-J is calculated.

TABLE I
S UMMARY O N N OTATIONS
Notation

Meaning

Graph
I
J
N
R1, R2, . . . , Rn
SP (Ri, Rj)
SP T (Ri)
rSP T (Ri)
cost(Ri, Rj)
P -space

the network topology
the node that connected to a failure
a target node
a tunnel endpoint
nodes in the network
shortest path from Ri to Rj
shortest path tree rooted at Ri
reverse shortest path tree rooted at Ri
cost of shortest path from Ri to Rj
the set of nodes that can be reached from node I
using normal forwarding without traversing link I-J
the set of nodes that can reach node J using normal
forwarding without traversing link I-J
the set of candidate tunnel endpoints for target J

Q-space
candidates(J)

It is termed as P -space of node I with respect to link I-J.
The P -space can be obtained by SP T (I) with all nodes that
are reached via link I-J pruned.
Step 2. A set of nodes which can reach node J without
traversing link I-J is calculated. This set is termed as Q-space
of node J with respect to link I-J. Q-space can be obtained
by computing a reverse shortest path tree (rSPT) rooted at
node J and pruning the nodes that reach node J via link I-J.
Step 3. The set of candidate tunnel endpoints
candidates(J) is the intersection between P -space and
Q-space. The tunnel endpoint is selected from the set.
If the set is empty, Tunnels with directed forwarding can
be used to protect this link. However, a special protocol is
required to notify the tunnel endpoint of the hop for directed
forwarding. Since the Tunnels approach can cover almost all
failures, we do not discuss directed forwarding in this paper.
To protect a node, node J instead of link I-J is considered
when calculating P -space and Q-space. The procedure is
similar to the above one, and we do not repeat it. As we
can see from above, SPT computation consumes a lot of CPU
cycles. There are two types of SPT here, i.e. SP T (I) and
rSP T (J). As SP T (I) is normally calculated and held by IGP
such as OSPF and IS-IS, the main overhead is introduced by
computing rSP T (J). In fact, it is not necessary to calculate
the entire rSPT and find candidates(J) because what we
require should be only one tunnel endpoint for each target.
B. Fast Tunnel Endpoint Selection
The main idea of FTS is to combine the tunnel endpoint
selection process with the rSPT computation, in order that
rSPT computation can be terminated as soon as we identify a
tunnel endpoint. Note that the traditional Tunnels approach
does not describe how to select a tunnel endpoint from
candidates(J). We discussed the key issue to quickly select
one tunnel endpoint if there exists several candidates. For
simplicity, we prescribe that the tunnel endpoint nearest to
the target node J will be chosen, and we will analyze the
properties of this node in Section III-C. This tunnel endpoint
can be found by comparing costs of the candidate nodes.
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However, we do not need to calculate candidates(J) in FTS,
because the nearest tunnel endpoint to node J can be identified
before we finish calculating rSP T (J). The procedure of FTS
algorithm is as follows:
Step 1. P -space of node I is calculated with respect to link
I-J, by marking all the nodes that are reached via link I-J
with blue. Node I is also marked blue.
Step 2. Dijkstra algorithm is used to calculate reverse
shortest paths from node J. Once the reverse shortest path to
a node Ri is identified, the following steps should be taken.
Step 2.1. Node Ri is marked with red if the previous node
of Ri is node I or it is marked red.
Step 2.2. Node Ri is selected as the tunnel endpoint
for target J if Ri is neither marked blue nor marked red.
Otherwise we should calculate shortest path for another node.
To choose tunnel endpoints, we propose FTS algorithm to
check whether a node Ri meets the condition to be a tunnel
endpoint as soon as node Ri is finalized, i.e. the shortest
path from Ri to J is calculated. If Ri meets the condition, it
is selected as the tunnel endpoint and the procedure halts.
Otherwise, we should start a new round of shortest path
calculation and tunnel endpoint check. FTS can find the tunnel
endpoint nearest to node J, because the smallest-cost node
which has not been calculated will be finalized during each
round of calculation in Dijkstra algorithm. FTS algorithm is
presented below. Inputs of the algorithm are SP T (I), J and
Graph. One node as the tunnel endpoint will be returned if
there exists any, otherwise null is returned.

Algorithm 1 Fast Tunnel Selection Algorithm (FTS)
Require SP T (I), J, Graph
1: mark all the nodes reached from node I via link I-J with blue,
making use of SP T (I)
2: mark node I with blue
3: for all node Ri in Graph do
4:
distance[Ri] ⇐ infinity
5:
previous[Ri] ⇐ undefined
6: distance[J] ⇐ 0
7: Q ⇐ the set of all nodes in Graph
8: while Q is not empty do
9:
u ⇐ node in Q with the smallest distance[]
10:
remove u from Q
11:
if previous[u] = I or previous[u] is red then
12:
mark u with red
13:
if u is not blue and not red then
14:
return u
15:
for all link Rj-u ingoing to u do
16:
if distance[Rj] > distance[u] + cost(Rj, u) then
17:
distance[Rj] ⇐ distance[u] + cost(Rj, u)
18:
previous[Rj] ⇐ u
19: return null

take an example in Fig.1 where packets are transmitted over
both directions of a link. Link costs are all set to 1 and R2 can
be used as a tunnel endpoint to protect link I-J. Packets will
traverse link R1-R2 and link R2-R1, and traverse node R1
twice, which causes extra bandwidth consumption and delay.

R1

I

R2

J

C. Properties of Selected Tunnel Endpoint
The tunnel endpoint that FTS selected is the nearest one
from target node J. We will analyze the properties of the
selected tunnel endpoint.
Firstly, the computation overhead of FTS is related to
topology, but we do not need to compute the entire rSP T (J)
in most cases. We can describe their distribution by the
following theorem if there exist several tunnel endpoints [3].
Theorem 1: Node Rj is in candidates(J) if node Ri is in
candidates(J), where Rj is downstream of Ri in SP T (J).
Proof: The theorem can be proved by contradiction. If
Rj is not in candidate(J), then Rj is in either P -space or
Q-space, or neither of them. But Ri is in Q-space and Rj is
downstream of Ri in SP T (J), and thus Rj is in Q-space and
not in P -space. Therefore, the nodes in shortest path between
nodes J and Rj are not in P -space, which means that Ri
is not in P -space. It contradicts to the fact that Ri is in P space. Therefore the initial assumption is false and Rj is in
candidates(J).
Theorem 1 does not tell us whether a tunnel endpoint is
near to node J actually. However, the number of candidate
nodes that hide in the sub-tree rooted at a tunnel endpoint
will increase quickly with the increase of the network size,
which means that a lot of CPU cycles can be saved using
FTS.
Secondly, protected packets will not be transmitted over two
directions of any link using a selected tunnel endpoint. Let us

Fig. 1.

Protecting link I-J using R2 as a tunnel endpoint

However, this problem will not occur with the FTS algorithm. If it is not true, there must be a node that receives each
packet for two times, like node R1 in Fig.1. It is obvious that
this node can be used as a tunnel endpoint. However, this node
is nearer to node J than the original tunnel endpoint N , which
contradicts to the fact that node N is the nearest endpoint to
node J. As a result, FTS will never cause packets traversing
a link or node more than one time. Although protection paths
calculated by FTS may not be the shortest ones, packets will
not retrogress anyway.
D. Improvement on Selecting Target Nodes
In the traditional Tunnels approach, one- and two-hop
neighbors of node I are used as targets. However, this does not
cover all protection cases in some topologies. For example, no
tunnel endpoint can be found to protect link I-J or node J
in Fig.2. However, we can use node R1 to deliver packets to
node R2 which cannot be reached by normal forwarding when
link I-J (or node J) fails. For the purpose of protecting such
packet delivery, we improve the method of selecting target
nodes in FTS as folllows.
One- and two-hop neighbors of node I are still used as
targets. The child nodes of node Ri in SP T (I) are used
as targets if no tunnel endpoint can be found for target Ri.
This kind of packet delivery is a special case, because most

avg num of LSDB accessing
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Fig. 2.

Delivering packets to R2 using R1 when link I-J fails

Fig. 3.

IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate FTS by simulation, compared
with existing IPFRR approaches, such as LFA, Uturns, Tunnels
and Notvia. We select alternate nodes randomly when there
are several of them in LFA and Uturns, and use the nearest
tunnel endpoint to node I in Tunnels. We consider end-to-end
communications under every link/node failure using link/node
protection in our simulation. We use BRITE [6] to generate
different topologies for our simulation. The parameters required by BRITE are based on the description provided in [7],
where the type is Bottom up and the router model is RTGLP.
The average number of links per new node is two. The node
place follows a heavy-tail distribution and the link costs are
based on link latencies. The number of nodes varies from 10
to 200. We will give the simulation results with both link
protection and node protection.
Firstly we evaluate computation overhead of different approaches. Generally, the complexity of the shortest path first
algorithm (Dijkstra) is O(|E|log(|V |)), and the basic operation
during execution of Dijkstra algorithm is Link State Database
(LSDB) accessing. Every LSDB accessing is a process of
searching and accessing Link State Advertisements (LSA)
announced by a router. LSDB accessing consumes the majority
of CPU cycles and requires much more CPU cycles than other
operations such as cost comparison and update. Thus, we
evaluate the computation overhead by measuring the number
of LSDB accessing.
Fig.3 shows the average number of LSDB accessing using
LFA, Uturns, Tunnels, Notvia and FTS to protect links,
respectively. FTS reduces 81.02%, 83.67%, 98.37%, 99.63%
of overhead compared to LFA, Tunnels, Uturns, and Notvia,
respectively. We can see in Fig.3 that the number of LSDB
accessing of FTS has sawlike wave, which is mainly caused
by the computation when no tunnel endpoint can be found
for a target (see section III.D). Nevertheless, the overhead is
small. Similarly, FTS introduces a few overhead with node
protection. Fig.4 shows the result with node protection. The
cost introduced by FTS is similar to LFA, and it reduces
92.03%, 77.04% and 90.40% of overhead compared to Uturns,
Tunnels, and Notvia, respectively. Thus, the overhead of
FTS with node and link protection is much less than most
approaches except LFA with node protection and acceptable

80
120
number of nodes

160

200

Computation overhead comparison with link protection
avg num of LSDB accessing

links and nodes can be protected using the traditional Tunnels
approach. However, the case arises for sure as we can see
in our simulation in Section IV, and we suggest considering
delivering packets as much as possible.
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Fig. 4.
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for real deployment.
Secondly, we evaluate protection ability of the approaches.
We use protection rate instead of failure coverage, as failure
coverage only measures how many links or nodes can be
protected, without considering the usage of these components.
We define protection rate of the kth link/node, νk , and average
link/node protection rate λ,
as follows:
σk

σk
ωk
k
νk 
=  ,
where
νk =
,
λ =
ω
k
ωi
ωi
k

i

i

where ωk denotes the number of shortest paths, which pass
through the kth link/node, and σk denotes the number of paths
which are not disrupt by the failure of the kth link/node using
protection paths. Note that bidirectional protection should be
considered when we calculate σk . Protection is successful only
when end-to-end nodes can communicate in two directions.
Since protection rate considers paths traversing links/nodes as
well as bidirectional connectivity for end-to-end communication, it is more accurate to evaluate protection ability than
failure coverage.
Fig.5 shows the average link protection rates of LFA,
Uturns, Tunnels and FTS in generated topologies. Since Notvia
always achieves 100% link protection rate in 2-connected
networks, we do not present the result in Fig.5. Link protection
rates of FTS, Uturns, Tunnels and LFA achieves 99.10%,
99.08%, 99.07% and 92.09%, respectively. The simulation
result shows that FTS achieves high protection ability which
is close to full protection. FTS achieves a little higher link
protection rate than Tunnels in some topologies. For instance,
in the topologies with 130, 160 and 190 nodes, the link
protection rate increases by 0.73%, 0.013% and 0.006%,
respectively. These improvements are achieved by addressing
the protection issue discussed in section III.D in FTS. Fig.6
shows the average node protection rates. We only consider the
node failure cases that do not cause isolation of the network,
and the result is similar to that with link protection. FTS,
Uturns, Tunnels and LFA achieve 91.97%, 85.43%, 91.74%
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and 69.95% node protection rates, respectively, and FTS has
the best protection rate among these approaches.
Thirdly, we evaluate forwarding path inflation. We compare
the length of a protection path with that of new shortest
path after a failure. Fig.7 shows the result when using link
protection. The average path inflation ratio is 17.21% for LFA,
17.74% for Uturns, 8.39% for Tunnels, 19.02% for Notvia, and
7.59% for FTS. The result shows that FTS’s protection paths
are short, because FTS never makes packets traversing a link
or node more than one time. Notvia must deliver packets to
the other end of a failure first, and then to the destinations,
so the length is long. Random selection of alternate nodes in
LFA and Uturns also causes long length of protection paths.
Fig.8 shows the result with node protection. The average path
inflation ratio is 17.65% for LFA, 22.51% for Uturns, 16.91%
for Tunnels, 12.59% for Notvia, and 14.19% for FTS.
V. C ONCLUSION
Backup path calculation is an important technique in IPFRR.
In this paper, we propose an FTS algorithm for tunnel-based
IPFRR which introduces only a few computation overhead to
protect links and nodes. A tunnel endpoint is selected once a
node finishes the reverse shortest path which is from the target
node to the endpoint. Therefore, we do not need to compute
an entire SPT in most cases. Moreover, tunnel endpoints
chosen by FTS effectively improve protection effectiveness.
Simulation results show that FTS consumes much less computation overhead than existing approaches, such as LFA,
Tunnels, Uturns, and Notvia, and achieves a 99.10% average
link protection rate and a 91.97% average node protection
rate. As future work, we will consider providing protection
for multi-link failures with FTS, such as failures within Shared
Risk Link Group [4].
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